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INTRODUCTION 

This manual includes mounting, periodic maintenance and troubleshooting instructions and a spare 

parts list for model HN7-HN8 shifters. 

All instructions provide two units of measurement (metric and US). 

The instructions in this manual supplement, and do no replace, the user company's responsibilities to 

obey current safety and accident-prevention laws when using a forklift truck equipped with the shifter. 

The user company is also responsible for ensuring that all the instructions in this manual are followed, 

including training on the use of the forklift truck with shifter and maintenance of the shifter. 

The shifter was designed and constructed to meet essential safety requirements. 

1. residual risks are identified on danger warning labels.
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INSTALLATION 

1.1. Forklift truck requirements 

1.1.1. Feed pressure  

70 bar – 1000 psi  average working pressure   

220 bar – 3060 psi maximum 

1.1.2. Oil flow capacity  

7.5 liters/min – 2 GPM minimum    

14 liters/min – 3 GPM recommended 

1.1.3. Forklift plate dimensions 

 
ATTENTION: Before installing the shifter, clean the truck's fork-holder plate and make sure that there is 

are no damage, nicks or deformations. If the truck's fork-holder plate is damaged or out of tolerance it 

must be replaced before mounting the coupled shifter. 

 
1.2. Recommended hydraulic system 

1.2.1. The equipment requires an independent control and 2 auxiliary feed hoses with a 

minimum diameter of 9 mm (3/8 inch). 

 

IMPORTANT: the manufacturer has pre-greased all the slide blocks. The slide rollers on the lower 

bar are pre-greased inside and equipped with a bilateral protective shield to keep leaking grease 

and dirt from compromising their correct rotation.
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1.3    Installation of the shifter 
 

Attention: Before any operation, turn off the forklift truck and release the pressure in the hydraulic 

circuit by pushing the shifter lever in both directions several times with the forklift truck off. Make 

sure that no one touches the ignition key or control lever on the forklift trunk during maintenance. 

 

1.3.1    Dismount the shifter's lower coupling 
 

1.3.2    Mount the shifter (having previously secured it with suitable tie-rods, using a hook and 
lifting system with minimum capacity of 500 daN (1100 lbs) so that the stop/notch of the shifter 

support cylinder is in the central notch of the truck's fork-holder plate. 

Make sure that shifter support is correctly coupled in the notch of the forklift truck's plate.  
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1.3.3  Remount the lower couplings as in point 1.3.1 with the components in the correct 
sequence, as shown in the figure. Maintain the required play, as in the figure below, and 

tighten the screws with the prescribed torque: 

 

280Nm – 208 ft-lbs  

 

Then, tighten the self-locking Allen-head screws against the coupling. 

 

 
 

 
1.3.4   Connect the forklift truck's system to the shifter at the points indicated and tighten the 
fittings according to their specifications. HN7-HN8 shifters can have M18x1.5 or 3/4” 16 UNF 

shifter cylinder inlets. 
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1.3.5  Mount the forks and engage them in the desired notch. Make sure that the fork positioning 
stop is correctly engaged in the notch of the upper shifter bar. 

 

IMPORTANT: after mounting the shifter, test it by making 5 complete shifts empty on the forks and by 

checking the following. 

 

Case 1  

Standard forklift truck fork plate (rectangular): 

If your forklift truck fork plate is a standard one, in other words rectangular, the centre of the shifter 

completely shifted must obligatorily stop at least 15 mm (0.6”) before the end of your forklift fork plate. 

In this case the shifter can be used. 

If this is not the case, the shifter is NOT compatible with your forklift truck fork plate and CANNOT 

therefore be used. 

 

Case 2  

Shaped forklift truck fork plate: 

If your forklift truck fork plate is a shaped one as indicated with “X” in the following figure , you must 

check that the mounted shifter, completely shifted, fitted to your plate “X” falls within case “A”. The area 

“S” of 50 mm (2”) x 30 mm (1,2”) projected on the roller must be completely covered by the profile of 

your forklift truck fork plate “X”. In this case the shifter can be used. 

If with the mounted shifter completely shifted with respect to your forklift truck fork plate “X” it falls 

within case “B”, in other words area “S” of 50 mm (2”) x 30 mm (1.2”) projected on the roller is NOT 

completely covered by the profile of your forklift truck fork plate “X”, in this case the shifter CANNOT 

be used and is NOT compatible with your forklift truck fork plate “X”. 

 

Note: The position of area “S” with respect to the roller is indicated in detail “Z” in the following figure.  

 

After making these inspections and checking that everything conforms, you can now perform the 5 

control operations with a full load on the forks. 
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2. PERIODIC MAINTENANCE 

2.1. 100 hours 

Check the tightness of the locking screws of the lower couplings and lower rollers (see points 

1.3.3. and 4.2.3 for the tightening torques); check for any damage to the hydraulic system hoses 

and fittings. 

Check the play between the lower forklift truck bar and the lower couplings of the shifter, as 

prescribed in section 1.3.3. In the case of excessive play, adjust the couplings and retighten the 

screws as explained in point 1.3.3. 

2.2. 500 hours 

In addition to the checks in section 2.1: 

Grease the upper slide blocks and check that the lower rollers are turning correctly. If the rollers 

do not turn, replace them with new ones. Attention: Do not grease the lower bar. 

2.3. 1000 hours 

In addition to the checks in sections 2.1 and 2.2: 

Check the thickness of the upper slide blocks; if less than 1.5 mm (0.05 in), replace them as in 

section 4.2. 

Check that the lower rollers are turning correctly. If the rollers do not turn, replace them with 

new ones. Check the integrity of the lower rollers. Replace damaged rollers with new ones. 

Attention: Do not grease the lower bar. 

2.4. 2000 hours 
In addition to the checks in sections 2.1 and 2.2: 

  Replace the upper slide blocks as in section 4.2.
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3.  HYDRAULIC CIRCUIT DIAGRAM 

 
 

 

 

4.   EXTRAORDINARY MAINTENANCE 
4.1   Removing the shifter. 
 
Attention : Before any operation, turn off the forklift truck and release the pressure in the hydraulic 

circuit by pushing the shifter lever in both directions several times with the forklift truck off. Make 

sure that no one touches the ignition key or control lever on the forklift trunk during maintenance. 

 

4.1.1   Dismounting the forks. 

 
4.1.2  Remove the lower couplings. 
The shifter is coupled to the forklift truck plate.  
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In the area of the shifter cylinder rod (see figure) remove the pins (part “S”) that lock it to the 

mobile frame as shown in the detail drawing. Then remove the lower couplings. 

 

 
4.1.3  Remove the mobile frame from the forklift truck's FEM plate, using a hook and lifting 
system with minimum capacity of 500 daN (1100 lbs). 

If there are 2 lifting eyelets, use both so that the equipment is balanced. 

 

 
4.2   Replacing the slide blocks 
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4.2.1  Perform the operations in section 4.1 
4.2.2  Remove the upper slide block(s) as indicated 

Replace it/them with (a) new one(s), making sure that the pegs of the slide block(s) are 

correctly inserted in the seats on the mobile frame. Lubricate with quality grease. 

 
4.2.3  Replacing the lower rollers. 
Remove the lower rollers, as shown. 

 
 
Mount the new rollers, correctly lodging them in their seat. 

The roller pin has a flat side (“LA”) that must be in contact with the seat of the lower bar 

(see detail drawing). Tighten screws “VT1” with tightening torque of 50 Nm – 38 Ft-lbs. 

Use Loctite 243 threadlocking on screws “VT1”. 
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4.2.4  Perform the operations starting from point 1.3.2. 

 
4.3  Dismounting the cylinder 
 

Attention : Before any operation, turn off the forklift truck and release the pressure in the hydraulic 

circuit by pushing the shifter lever in both directions several times with the forklift truck off. Make 

sure that no one touches the ignition key or control lever on the forklift trunk during maintenance. 

 

4.3.1  Perform the operations in section 4.1. 
4.3.2  Disconnect the hoses. 
4.3.3  Remove the cylinder from the fixed support. 

 
 

4.3.4  Lock the case and turn the fixed plug with an adjustable wrench until the lock ring comes 
completely out. 

4.3.5  Remove the lock ring. 
4.3.6  Slide out the plug. 
 

 
 
4.3.7  To remount the cylinder reverse the previous steps. When finished, remount the shifter on 

the forklift truck plate starting from point 1.3.2. 

 

ATTENTION: Make sure the gaskets are assembled in the correct direction. 
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5. USAGE INSTRUCTIONS 

The shifter is a device that provides side movement to make handling loads easier. 

Make sure that the weight and center of gravity of the load are not greater than the capacity data on the 

plate; any projection of the center of gravity beyond the plate must be compensated for by a 

proportional reduction of the weight of the load. 

Perform maintenance with the forklift truck stopped, after releasing the pressure in the hydraulic circuit 

by moving the shifter's control lever several times in both directions. 

 

5.1. Operations or movements to avoid 
• Lifting a load on only one fork 

• Pushing a load to the side with a load on the forks 

• Moving the shifter while the forklift is making a curve 

• Lifting an unstable load  

• Allowing persons to pause in the shifter's range of motion 

• Carrying person on the forks or, in any case, on the shifter 

• Using the equipment when its structure is deformed or, in any case, not working properly 

Mounting the forks on the shifter without inserting the fork stop in one of the notches on the 

shifter's upper bar 

• Using the equipment in a way it was not designed to be used. 
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6. TROUBLESHOOTING 

6.1. No side movement 

• Check that the feed pressure meets the requirements of point 1.1.1 and that the flow capacity 

conforms to the requirements of point 1.1.2 

• Check that the shifter's mobile frame has not been deformed by shocks 

• Check that the play between the lower hook and the forklift truck's bar is correct (point 1.3.3) 

• Check that there are not oil leaks from the hydraulic system of the cylinder 

6.2. Slow side movement 

• Perform all the checks of section 6.1 

• Check the oil level in the forklift truck's tank 

• Check the wear on the slide blocks, section 4.2 

6.3. Irregular side movement 

• Check for air in the hydraulic system 

• Check the wear on the slide blocks, section 4.2 

 

7. WARRANTY 

The manufacturer warrants all its products for 12 months from the date of shipment, when used 8 hours 

per workday. If used for more than 8 hours per day, the warranty period will be reduced proportionally. 

The warranty is limited to the manufacturer's replacement, ex-works, of those parts that it recognizes to 

be defective in materials or workmanship; it does not include labor or travel to replace the parts. 

 

The warranty is void if the problem was caused by improper use of the product, if it was not installed 

conforming to the manufacturer's instructions or if other than original replacement parts were installed. 

 

The products are not guaranteed for uses that exceed the capacity shown on the plates and in the 

documentation. 

 

All equipment produced is covered by insurance for damage or injury to third parties caused by 

defective parts or their incorrect functioning; damage or injury caused by incorrect or improper use is 

excluded. 

 

8. RECYCLING 

 

Mobile frame Steel 

Lower couplings Cast iron 

Slide blocks  Nylon 

Enamel  Polyester epoxy 

Cylinder  Steel 

Hydraulic oil  Dispose of in conformity to local law 

 


